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What are some of your hidden blocks to money?
Frequently people come to me with issues relating to money. I
often hear, "I'm doing everything I think I'm supposed to but I'm
not making enough money." Or, "I must be blocked because I'm
doing everything possible but nothing seems to be working as I
expect."
When I look within to determine what might be blocking them, I
have discovered some common threads. Here is some of that
list:
personal or ancestral karma
personal, cultural, religious or ancestral programming
limited beliefs about money
past life negative memories relating to money situations
prior failures especially around jobs, business or gambling
past life in debtors prison
stealing bread or food from lifetimes of starvation
lifetimes of poverty
vows of poverty
curses
old contracts undermining results today
prior success that came with much sacrifice
issues around selling oneself due to past life of prostitution
feelings of unworthiness
fear of success or failure
Those are some of the highlights. When I access the subconscious or identify certain subjects, we
can then lift the story from the subconscious to release all connected including the emotion.
I will never forget a story connected with one of my clients. She was a man in another life and sat
on the side of the street begging in a loin cloth in a 3rd world country. He lost his wife and son due
to starvation. He was terribly saddened and felt guilty that he couldn't save them. He looked
emaciated. Unfortunately, I got too much into the man's energy and ended up crying due to his
sorrow. That memory and those emotions lingered within her. During that session I cleared that
story and those emotions as well as and another lifetime. That afternoon, this accountant got two
new unexpected clients.
Since your subconscious attracts the results you experience, unless and until you release those
memories, the past will dictate your future results.
When I started this work, I had to clear the programming I received from my parents who were
affected by the depression era who shared beliefs in not enough and other fears about money. I
also got into past lives that were still affecting me. Fortunately, once I did that, I relate to money
very differently now and it mostly flows without my thinking about it.
I have found that no matter how much money someone may have, there still may be issues around
receiving, sharing, spending, investing, etc. It is always delightful when I hear the stories from
clients come back how they increased their income, received unexpected wins, and new
opportunities flowed.
If you have any challenges regarding money, I am here to help privately. But this Saturday, in
particular, we will get into the above list and more in our monthly call.

Due to the nature of today's financial climate, I will also be including issues to clear relating to
those to help participants overcome those specific challenges.
Wishing you and yours health as well as financial freedom...
Blessings,

PS: Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.
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Wisdom of the Guardian

Group Healing Calls

Many are struggling
for answers and have
asked what they can
do personally do their
own healing. Reading
"Wisdom of the
Guardian: Treasures
from Archangel
Michael to Change
Your Life" can help.
Michael addresses
purpose, career,
relationships, parenting, and Heaven on Earth
among other insights.
Michael is always with you when you read the
book.
The tools he provides at the end of the book will
serve you over and over again.
Wisdom of the Guardian

April 4, 2020, 11:11 AM EST
Clear Your Past and Change Your Future
Release the limitations from the past that are
blocking your future of ease, joy and
abundance. Let go of negative emotions,
beliefs, situations, challenges, karma, ancestral
and 3D programming as well as anything
sabotaging or concerning you. We will be
releasing money issues along with whatever
God dictates in both clearing and teaching.
For more information and registration.

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denomination ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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